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ABSTRACT

We examined the production and perception of (contrastive) prosodic focus, using a paradigm based on digit strings, in which the same material and discourse contexts can be used in different languages. We found a striking difference between languages like English and Mandarin Chinese, where prosodic focus is clearly marked in production and accurately recognized in perception, and languages like Korean, where prosodic focus is neither clearly marked in production nor accurately recognized in perception. We also present comparable production data for Suzhou Wu, Japanese, and French.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It has often been observed that different languages use different methods to different degrees in implementing different types of information-structural “focus” [1–5]. There are syntactic options such as cleft structures and scrambling of word order [6–10]; there may be relevant morphological markers [11–13]; and there are prosodic changes in phrasing or in the phonetic implementation of the focused element and the surrounding material [14–24].

It is well known that particular syntactic or morphological markers of information structure may be obligatory in some languages, but optional or non-existent in other languages. It is less commonly recognized that purely prosodic marking of focus may be much weaker in some languages than in others, to the extent that purely prosodic focus may be nearly absent as a general mechanism for communication of information structure.

Reliable quantitative cross-linguistic comparisons of prosodic focus are difficult, given all of the many relevant ways that languages can differ. We have developed a method based on corrective focus in digit strings, which makes such comparisons easier. Our method has the advantage that syntactic and morphological revisions are ruled out, so that only prosodic modulation can be used to mark the focused item; the materials are pragmatically uniform, so that all of the positions in the string are equally susceptible to focusing; and (except for substituting the appropriate digit names) the same materials can be used in every language.

We have applied this method in production and perception experiments on three languages (American English, Mandarin Chinese, and the Seoul and South Kyungsang varieties of Korean). Production data is available for three additional languages (Tokyo Japanese, Suzhou Wu, and Standard French), with perception results to follow.

2. PRODUCTION

2.1. Speech materials

We used 10-digit number strings, read as connected individual digits grouped as (NNN)-(NNN)-(NNNN) in the style of American telephone numbers. For five of the six languages, we created sets of 100 10-digit sequences for each language, designed so that each digit occurs ten times in each sequential position, and each pair of digits occurs once spanning each adjacent pair of positions. Speakers read these digit strings in isolation as a background broad-focus condition, and in a Q&A dialogue below for contrastive focus, where someone asks for confirmation of a version in which one of the digits is incorrect, and the speaker answers with a string in which the wrong digit is given correctly.

Q: Is Mary’s number 215-418-5623?
A: No, the number is 215-417-5623.

Due to constraints on speakers’ time, in Suzhou Wu the production material was limited to 10 10-digit sequences, with each digit occurring ten times in each position, and each string read in six focus conditions, broad focus and focus in the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 10th positions.

2.2. Speakers

In each language, a set of native speakers participated in a production experiment. In English, there were 2 males and 3 females; in Mandarin, 2 males and three females; in Seoul Korean, 2 males and 3 females; in South Kyungsang Korean, 2 males and 3 females; in Suzhou Wu, 3 males and 3 females; in Japanese, 1 male and 2 females; and in French, 3 females.
2.3. Recording procedure

Recordings were conducted in quiet conditions, with the speaker seated in front of a computer monitor with a head-mounted microphone. Number strings were presented to speakers through PowerPoint slides.

The broad-focus condition was recorded first, followed by the contrastive-focus condition. During the contrastive-focus session, speakers listened to prompt questions through headphones and read target phone-number strings displayed on the screen as answers.

2.4. Acoustic measurements

Digit boundaries were manually labeled, and based on those boundaries, we calculated word duration in seconds, mean intensity in dB, and mean pitch in Hz (or f0 range for Mandarin contour tones) of each labeled interval. The mean f0 and f0 range were converted to semitones.

2.5. Analyses and results

The phone-number strings in the broad-focus condition were directly compared with the same sequences in the contrastive-focus condition by the aggregate measures of mean f0 (or f0 range), duration, and mean intensity.

As Figure 1 shows, there was a clear and consistent effect of focus in all the parameters for English and in Mandarin Chinese. Focused digits were clearly indicated by greater duration, f0, and intensity. These languages also showed clear post-focus compression [15, 21, 23], with reduced duration, f0, and intensity on the post-focus digits.

In comparison, Seoul Korean exhibited no clear focus effects on corrected digits – prosodic modulation by focus was weak, ambiguous, and unclear. The amount of modulation by focus for mean f0 was about or less than half the size of English and Mandarin Chinese. The durational cues to focus positions were very small – on average, about 8.5 msec extra duration on the focused digits. The ambiguity of focus modulation is illustrated by mean f0: when position 1 was focused, position 2 was even higher; when position 4 was focused, position 5 was even higher; when position 7 was focused, position 8 was even higher. Mean intensity effects of Seoul Korean by focus were not clear at all. It seems like that there was no clear indication of contrast position.

Similar to Seoul Korean, South Kyungsang Korean showed relatively weak and ambiguous modulation by focus. Corrected digits were not clearly indicated in every position by increased mean f0, duration and mean intensity. Increased mean f0 was found in a neighboring position to the corrected digit. For example, when position 4 was focused, position 5 was even higher; focus on 7 made 8 higher; focus on 9 made 10 higher.

![Figure 1](image-url). Prosodic differences between focused digits and broad-focus counterparts. Characters 1-A indicate focus position.
3. PERCEPTION

Given these striking differences in production, we were not surprised to see equally striking differences in perception among these three languages.

3.1. Stimuli, subjects, and listening procedure

A pilot perception experiment was conducted to examine the extent to which corrected digits are identified in each language. Thirty phone-number strings (three digits in each position) were used and randomized for each language. Listeners (English: 18, Mandarin: 11, Seoul Korean: 28, South Kyungsang Korean: 13) heard only the phrase with the correction, and were asked to identify which digit was corrected. This experiment was done online through Qualtrics.

3.2. Results

Table 1 above shows a confusion matrix for the identification of corrected digits in each language. Listeners identified the corrected digit 97.3% of the time for English and 94.9% for Mandarin Chinese. In contrast, corrected digits were identified at a rate of 44.6% for Seoul Korean and 55.6% for South Kyungsang Korean.

In both Seoul Korean and South Kyungsang Korean, false answers often named another digit within the same phrase, usually immediately preceding or following the correct answer. But even if we score by phrase rather than by digit, the overall identification rates are still only 68.7% for Seoul Korean and 82.3% for South Kyungsang Korean, as illustrated in Table 2.

Table 2. The phrase-by-phrase confusion matrix for the two varieties of Korean (Top panel: Seoul Korean, Bottom panel: South Kyungsang Korean):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target</th>
<th>Perceived</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st phrase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st phrase</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd phrase</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd phrase</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. WU, JAPANESE, AND FRENCH

We have gathered production data for three additional languages/varieties: Suzhou Wu, Tokyo Japanese, and Standard French.

Suzhou Wu and Tokyo Japanese are quite similar to Korean, in that measures such as duration, f0, and intensity do not show patterns clearly identifying the corrected digit. Suzhou Wu also shows F0 rising in the positions adjacent to the focused digit, especially when the focus is in the middle of a prosodic phrase. French, on the other hand, shows the focused digit well marked by increases in intensity, duration, and (to a lesser extent) F0.
Figure 2. Distribution of z-scores for mean f0, duration, and mean intensity of focused digits (relative to mean and s.d. for unfocused instances of the same digit in the same position). (SKK: South Kyungsang Korean, SK: South Korean, TJ: Tokyo Japanese, SW: Suzhou Wu, SF: Standard French, MC: Mandarin Chinese, AE: American English)

We can see these patterns in Figure 2, which presents boxplots comparing focused to unfocused digits for all seven languages/varieties we have studied so far. Table 3 shows the median (z-score) values of focused digits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SKK</th>
<th>SK</th>
<th>TJ</th>
<th>SW</th>
<th>SF</th>
<th>MC</th>
<th>AE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intensity</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such numbers clearly do not tell the whole story – there are no doubt cues in local relationships of f0 and timing, for example. But in the four cases where we have perception results to compare, there is a good correspondence between perception accuracy and the degree of prosodic modification of focused digits relative to unfocused ones.

5. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The technique described in this paper allows a systematic and quantitative comparison of languages in terms of the prosodic marking of corrective or contrastive focus. We have shown that this method can be used for the study of perception as well as production, and that to a first approximation, the perception and production results are congruent.

The experiments done so far establish clearly that languages can differ greatly in how well their speakers communicate the location of corrective or contrastive focus by purely prosodic means. In particular, speakers of American English and Mandarin Chinese modulate duration, f0 and intensity in a clear way to signal the location of corrective focus, and listeners in those languages recognize the intended location with high accuracy (97.3% and 94.9%). In contrast, speakers of two varieties of Korean do not clearly mark corrective focus by prosodic changes, and listeners in turn have a much harder time correctly locating corrective focus from prosodic cues (44.6% and 55.6%).

In the near future, we will be adding perception results for the Suzhou Wu, Tokyo Japanese, and Standard French. The nature of this experimental paradigm will make it easy to add additional languages and varieties.

It will also be interesting to see whether native speakers of a language like Korean can accurately perceive the intended location of corrective focus in a language like Mandarin or English, and can themselves convey this information as an L2 speaker. If they are easily able to do so, this raises the question of why analogous kinds of modulation are not used to in speaking their own language.

If their L2 production and perception abilities are limited in this respect, it raises questions for second-language instruction.

There is an important set of questions about the relationship of our results to variation on other typological dimensions, including traditional oppositions like “melodic” vs. “dynamic” stress as well as more modern ones like the presence or absence of “post-focus compression” [22].

Once we have a larger range of production and perception data, there will be an interesting opportunity to model the detailed relationship between prosodic modulation and perceptual accuracy. What features are listeners paying attention to? Can we use machine-learning techniques to match their successes (or failures)?

Finally, the term “focus” is commonly used to refer to many different things whose relationship remains a matter of discussion [26-28]. Perhaps this method can be part of a program to untangle these functions and signaling methods across languages and situations.
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